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Today’s employees expect the ability to utilise their IT assets from anywhere,
24x7. The challenge is to ensure that these assets are securely and
seamlessly managed so that your business can focus on what it does best,
whether that be in the office, on the road, at a client’s site, or at home.
imagine the cost benefits of removing the need to house and manage your own
infrastructure to support your Windows® assets. imagine having a consulting service
that grows and moves with your business as you need it. imagine no more. Contact
the end-user management experts at impeltec™ to make your always-on
environment a reality with Windows Intune™.
Simplicity: impeltec experts will work through all your requirements to get your business up and running

features

and securely managed with Windows Intune™.

Anywhere, Anytime: remote management and security of your end-user assets, including Windows®
and mobile devices, in any location over the internet. Deploy software and Windows® patches with ease,
and remotely support your mobile workforce when and where they need it.

Cloud infrastructure: Windows Intune™ is hosted by Microsoft® allowing you to remove the large
expense and the technical pain of purchasing, housing and managing your own infrastructure.

Protection: enterprise-class virus and malware protection is built into the service providing you with a
central management point to protect your assets.

what do I get?

Analysis: impeltec experts will work with you to understand your business needs, and design the service
to make sure you are getting full value for money.

Windows Intune™: we will coordinate the subscription and setup process, and provide expert
consultants to bring your corporate and BYOD assets under management.

Peace of mind: remove the hassle of maintaining Windows® licensing. Your Windows Intune™
subscription will provide you with upgrade rights for Windows® 7 Enterprise along with free upgrade
protection for future Windows® versions.

Predictable budgets: streamlined monthly payment cycles. Since the infrastructure is hosted by

is it for me?

Microsoft®, you are removing a large risk component from your IT budget.

□ Does your business currently have no, limited, or out-dated, end-user management infrastructure, or
no virus and malware solution?
□ Is the cost of efficiently managing your end-user assets a strain on your resources and budget?

□ Are your IT assets in dispersed locations making your management of them a costly challenge?
□ Are you looking to limit or reduce your on-premise IT support overheads?
□ Are you looking for a way to easily manage employees’ BYODs (Bring Your Own Devices)?

Why Windows Intune™?

details

impeltec’s flexible consulting service
for Windows Intune™ can provide both
training and implementation at low
attractive rates.
Couple with our impelOps service to
have all your ongoing end-user device
management needs covered.
Consider our impelSOE and impelApp
services to round out your end-user
technical needs.
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